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Movies



Novelty stage



Novelty Stage

How did it start?

How do you make images MOVE???

• Flip book

• Eadweard Muybridge: pioneer

• 12 cameras/trotting horse



Novelty Stage

How do you make images MOVE???

• Flip book

• Eadweard Muybridge: pioneer
• 12 cameras/trotting horse



Trotting 
Horse



Novelty Stage

Muybridge’s

Zoopraxiscope



Early 
Technology

Hannibal

Goodwin

Celluloid

1889



Other Early 
Technologies

Invention Timeline

• 1840s: telegraph

• 1850s: Martinville/sound 
recording

• 1877: Edison’s phonograph

• 1889: CELLULOID FILM

• 1891: Edison’s 
kinetoscope/graph

• 1894: wireless telegraph 
(Marconi)

Very exciting era for media 
technology



Entrepreneurial Stage



Entrepreneurial 
Stage

• kinetograph (early film camera)

• kinetoscope (single viewer projection)

1891: Thomas Edison

KINE=movement (e.g. kinetic energy)



Entrepreneurial 
Stage

Kinetograph, 1891

Edison & Eastman 
in 1928



Kinetoscope

forerunner of the motion-picture film 
projector, invented by Thomas A. 
Edison and William Dickson of the 
United States in 1891. In it, a strip 
of film was passed rapidly between 
a lens and an electric light bulb 
while the viewer peered through a 
peephole.



Kineparlor

Kinetoscope 

Kinparlors



Kinetoscope



Entrepreneurial 
Stage

• The Lumiere brothers



Entrepreneurial Stage

1896, Lumières demonstrated 
their cinematograph--the first 
successful machine that could 
show moving photographs--to 
an audience,













Entrepreneurial 
Stage

Edison's Response to the Cinematographe

The Vitascope

Made viewing by larger audiences possible

Vita=life

Scope=view

“Life Viewer”



Mass Medium 
Stage



Mass Medium 
Stage

Narratives

Engage

the audience’s imagination

• Georges Melies

Opened first theater in 1896



The Conjurer, 1899



Trip to the Moon, 1902



Georges Melies
The Father of Special Effects



Mass Medium 
Stage

• Edwin Porter in U.S.

• Shot America’s first narrative 
film, Life of an American 
Fireman (1902).

• Shot scenes out of 
order... later edit in sequence.

• Shot first close-up….

(fire alarm)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4C0gJ7BnLc


Life of an American Fireman, 1902



Mass Medium 
Stage

Nickelodeons:

Storefront theatres in early 1900s.

Nickel + Odeon = Nickelodeon

Nickelodeon in Toronto, 1910



Mass 
Medium 

Stage





Mass Medium 
Stage

• The rise of the Studio System

By late 1910s, studios controlled:

• Production

• Distribution

• Exhibition

= Vertical integration (Is history repeating 
itself?)



Studio System
controlling 
production

#1 Motion picture Patents Company

• Made up of Edison’s Film 
Manufacturing company; 
biograph company, other 
members

• pooled patents, 1908

• “The edison Trust”

• If filmmakers wanted to produce

a film, they had to use the trust’s 
equipment, their film stock, their 
theaters



Studio System
controlling production

Independents moved to Hollywood and 
defied Edison's trust.

Studio system of STARS

under exclusive contract

** Mary Pickford (America's Sweetheart) was

Forced into a strict contract.



Mary
Pickford



Studio System
controlling 
production

• Adolph Zukor, one of 
the founders of 
Paramount Pictures, 
lured Pickford to work 
for him.





Mary Pickford's Oscar Winning 
Performance in Coquette (1929)



Studio System
CONTROLLING DISTRIBUTION

Zukor

Controlling Distribution by Block booking

+ =



Studio System
Controlling exhibition

• Building and buying
MOVIE PALACES

(first-run theatres in downtowns)

--PARAMOUNT THEATER CHAIN

Zukor + PARAMOUNT

Zukor



Mass Medium Stage
The rise of movie palaces



Mass Medium Stage







Mass Medium Stage



Mass Medium Stage







Mass Medium Stage



Mass Medium Stage



Studio System
United Artists broke away from studio system:

Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks

Charlie Chaplin

D.W. Griffith



Studio System

TOP GROSSING

STUIDIOS

• Paramount

• Warner Brothers

• Disney

• Columbia

• Universal

• Lionsgate

TOP STREAMING

• Netflix

• Amazon

• HBO

• Disney



• Mid-town Theatres
(near major intersections

in neighborhoods.)



Triumph of Hollywood 
Storytelling
• Storytelling

enhanced by sound

• Al Jolson
• Jazz Singer, 1927

• Singing fool, 1928

http://www.parlorsongs.com/bios/aljolson/aljolson.asp


Triumph of 
Hollywood 
Storytelling

Hollywood Narrative

Story: What happens to whom

Discourse: The way the story is told

Hollywood Genres

By making films that fall into genres, 
Hollywood provides familiar models that can 
be easily recognized by audiences and in 
turn imitated/ enhanced by other film makers. 
(romance, horror, etc.)

Product standardization - Product differentiation



Triumph of 
Hollywood 
Storytelling

Hollywood “authors”

• Alfred Hitchcock

• Cecil B. Demille

• John Ford

• Steven Spielberg

• Martin Scorsese

• Quinten Tarantino

• ...and many, many more!



Triumph of 
Hollywood 
Storytelling

Alternate Film Markets:

China, Japan, South Korea, India 

"Bollywood"

Independent Cinema

Films that are produced outside of the 

studio system. Anyone, really, can be a 

film maker in this day and age.



Triumph of 
Hollywood 
Storytelling

TYPES OF FILM

• Literary Adaptations

• Art Films/ Avante Garde

• B-Movies

• Exploitation/ Black

• Independent Films

• Short Films

• Documentary Films

• Mainstream/ Blockbuster



Literary Adaptations



Art Films/ 
Avante Garde

Experimental film, art 
films, experimental cine
ma, or avant-garde 
cinema is a mode of 
filmmaking that 
rigorously re-evaluates 
cinematic conventions 
and explores non-
narrative forms and 
alternatives to traditional 
narratives or methods of 
working.



B Movies

A B movie or B film is 
a low-budget 
commercial motion 
picture that is not an 
arthouse film. In its 
original usage, during 
the Golden Age of 
Hollywood, the term 
more precisely 
identified films intend
ed for distribution as 
the less-publicized 
bottom half of a 
double feature (akin 
to B-sides for recorded 
music).



EXPLOITATION FILMS

• An exploitation film is a film that attempts to 
succeed financially by exploiting current trends, 
niche genres, or lurid content. Exploitation films 
are generally low-quality "B movies".[1] They 
sometimes attract critical attention and cult 
followings. Some of these films, such as Night of 
the Living Dead (1968), set trends and become 
historically important.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploitation_fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B_movie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploitation_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_following
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_of_the_Living_Dead


Blaxploitation (Exploitation Films)

Black exploitation films, or 
"blaxploitation" films, are 

made with black actors, 
ostensibly for black 

audiences, often in a 
stereotypically black 

American urban milieu. A 
prominent theme was 

black Americans 
overcoming hostile 

authority ("The Man") 
through cunning and 

violence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Man


Independent Film



Short Films

A short film is any motion picture 
not long enough in running time 
to be considered a feature film. 
The Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences defines a short 
film as "an original motion picture 
that has a running time of 40 
minutes or less, including all 
credits".



Documentary

A documentary 
film is a non-

fictional motion-
picture intended to 
"document reality, 

primarily for the 
purposes of 
instruction, 

education, or 
maintaining 

a historical record".

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recorded_history


Blockbuster



Transformation 
of the
Hollywood 
System

1946: peak 
attendance was

• 90 million/week

FOUR KEY 
EVENTS



Transformation of 
Hollywood System

The Hollywood 10 -

1947

-1-



Transformation of 
Hollywood System

Paramount ENDS Vertical Integration in 1948

The Hollywood studio system—production, 
distribution, and exhibition vertically 
integrated—flourished until 1948, when 
the famous Paramount decision forced the 
divestiture of theater chains and the 
abandonment of a number 
of vertical practices.

-2-



Transformation of 
Hollywood System

How Television Affected the Movies

The film industry believed that the 

greatest threat to its continued success 

was posed by television, especially in 

light of the Paramount decrees. The 
studios seemed to be losing their control 

of the nation’s theatres at the same time 

that exhibitors were losing their 

audiences to television. The studios 

therefore attempted to diminish 
television’s appeal by exploiting the two 

obvious advantages that film enjoyed 

over the new medium—the size of its 

images and, at a time when all television 

broadcasting was in black and white, the 
ability to produce photographic colour.

text

-3-

https://www.britannica.com/art/motion-picture
https://www.britannica.com/science/color


Transformation of 
Hollywood System

The Hays Code

-4-



Films Begin to Tackle 
more Controversial Topics



Films Begin to Tackle 
more Controversial Topics



Films Begin to Tackle 
more Controversial Topics



Economics 
of 

the Movie 
Business



Economics of Movie Business

• Total average cost  in 2007 was $106.6 million.
• $70.8 M to produce

• $35.9 M to Market

• To recover these costs, studios receive money from 
at least 6 sources:

http://www.uni.edu/fabos/mcs/Movie%20Budget.htm


Economics of Movie Business

1. Box office revenues (20%)

(Studios only get part of take…split on sliding 
scale)

2. Streaming, DVD sales and rentals (50%)

3. PPV and premium cable

4. Distribution in foreign markets

5. Distribution of independent films

6. Product placements and marketing “synergy” 
(Behind the Screens)



TODAY:  BIG SIX
in order of hugeness

• Disney/ Fox

• Warner Bros

• Universal

• Sony

• Paramount

• Lionsgate

• Netflix Streaming

$13.154 billion

$4.423 billion

$3.671 billion

$3.351 billion

$1.394 billion

$1.272 billion

$20 billion



Blockbusters

• Star Wars (1977)

• Empire Strikes Back (1980)

• The Return of the Jedi 
(1983)

The three films earned $1.3 
Billion in Box Office, and $4 
Billion in merchandising.



Blockbuster 
mentality

Big-budget 
summer/holiday 

releases (expensive 
promotion)

Merchandising tie-
ins

Young target 
audience

Tendency toward 
franchise 

films/sequels



Shift from 
Film 
to Digital 
Format

• Digital production -- shoot with 
digital, not film cameras.

• Digital distribution -- can save 
$millions in making prints and 
sending out reels.

• Digital exhibition -- digital 
projectors.

• Online exhibition
• Star Wars Prequels

http://www.red.com/cameras
http://movies.nytimes.com/2008/10/20/movies/20wang.html?ei=5070&emc=eta1


Shift from 
Film 
to Digital 
Format

• Though George Lucas and the CGI masters at 
Industrial Light and Magic would use some HD 
digital cameras for effects shots on The 
Phantom Menace, Lucas decided to shoot the 
middle chapter in his prequel trilogy entirely on 
Sony’s HDW-F900. It marked the first time that 
a massive blockbuster dared to question the 
sanctity of celluloid, and despite the relatively 
lackluster critical response, the film ushered in 
a new era of digital acceptance.

http://books.google.com/books?id=7HCzmWfb47sC&pg=PA71
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0121765/technical?ref_=tt_dt_spec


Popular Movies and Implications 
for Democracy

• Commercial U.S. films function as consensus 
narratives by providing shared cultural experiences.

• With the rise of international media conglomerates, 
however, movie diversity and a public debate over 
America’s domination of the global film business falls 
by the wayside.


